13.14.18.9 ALTERATION OR SUBSTITUTION OF FORMS PROHIBITED:

A. No person, firm or organization may alter or otherwise change any title insurance form promuluated by the superintendent, or use any non-promuluated endorsement or rider, except (1) upon public hearing called for such purpose and upon a determination by the superintendent that the same be proper, or (2) in a manner specifically authorized by these regulations as amended from time to time.

B. Nothing in this regulation shall prevent a title insurer from (1) adding blanks, spaces, labels or brief instructions to the promuluated forms for the purpose of collecting statistical data or (2) from typesetting a promuluated form utilizing type styles, margins or pagination different from the promuluated forms, provided, however, that all language contained in each promuluated form must appear in each form printed or used by each title insurance underwriter or agent verbatim, and further provided that nothing may be added to a promuluated title insurance form which changes any of the terms of such form except as specifically provided by these regulations.

C. Nothing herein shall prohibit the use of the forms in any language other than English, provided, however, that any translated form shall contain the following language in bold-face type on the first page of the form in English and in the translated language: "This translation is provided as a convenience only. The English language version of this form shall control and shall be the operative document for all legal purposes."

D. The following language shall be added at the top of schedule A of all commitments and policies in a font not less than the font size of the remaining print of schedule A and be in bold italicized print: "Pursuant to the New Mexico title insurance law Section 59A-30-4 NMSA 1978, control and supervision by superintendent and title insurance regulation 13.14.18.10 NMAC, no part of any title insurance commitment, policy or endorsement form promuluated by the New Mexico superintendent of insurance may be added to, altered, inserted in or typed upon, deleted or otherwise changed from the title insurance form promuluated by the New Mexico superintendent of insurance, nor issued by a person or company not licensed with regard to the business of title insurance by the New Mexico superintendent of insurance, nor issued by a person or company who does not own, operate or control an approved title abstract plant as defined by New Mexico law and regulations for the county wherein the property is located."
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